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INTRODUCTION: Diffusion-weighted steady-state free precession (DW-SSFP) imaging offers strong sensitivity to diffusion with efficient 
temporal SNR and CNR. DW-SSFP is particularly attractive for short T2 tissues, which makes it appealing for post-mortem tissue and high field 
(e.g. 7T) imaging [1]. Unlike other diffusion imaging sequences, the diffusion contrast in DW-SSFP is also sensitive to the choice of flip angle, 
and therefore to B1 inhomogeneity at high field. This sensitivity translates into variable contrast and SNR across the brain as well as across 
nominal flip angles. We recently proposed to combine measurements across multiple flip angles at 7T in order to improve the overall CNR 
throughout the brain [2]. The potential benefit is illustrated in uncertainty maps from measurements of FA at two different nominal flip angles 
(Fig 1): high uncertainty areas at low flip angle correspond to low uncertainty at high flip angle and vice versa. However, when adapting existing 
model fitting to accommodate multi-flip-angle data, we encountered unexpected difficulties, in which the data did not appear consistent with the 
nominal flip angles and measured B1 maps.  In this study, we show that combining across flip angles requires changes to the assumption of a 
single apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in the Kaiser-Buxton DW-SSFP model [3,4]. Similar to multi-shell DW-SE data [5], we show that 
multi-flip angle DW-SSFP data cannot be modelled with a single diffusion coefficient per direction (as in DTI). We use a combination of 
analytic and Monte Carlo simulations, coupled with real post-mortem data, to demonstrate how we can model multi-flip DW-SSFP with a 
simple Gamma distribution of ADCs.  
 

THEORY: The DW-SSFP signal has an unusual formation mechanism, in which diffusion 
contrast is accumulated by excited magnetization that persists from one TR to the next. The result 
is a plurality of coherence pathways contributing diffusion-weighted signal, each with a 
characteristic diffusion time that depends on the number of longitudinal periods the magnetization 
in a given pathway experiences. Because the relative contribution of each pathway depends on flip 
angle (Fig 2), the weighting of diffusion times also depends on flip angle. In the presence of 
restriction or hinderance, this diffusion time dependence means that each coherence pathway 
would correspond to a slightly different ADC and the standard signal model with a single diffusion 
coefficient may no longer be valid. This issue becomes acute for multi-flip angle experiments. 
 

METHODS: Post-mortem data: A whole, fixed post-mortem brain (11 months post-fixation) was 
scanned in fluorinert for susceptibility matching. DW-SSFP data at 1x1x1mm3 were acquired on a 
human 7T Siemens whole body scanner using a 32-channel head coil. Two nominal flip angles 
(33° and 98°) were chosen based on a previous study aimed at optimizing CNR across the brain 
[2], with 60 diffusion directions (beff=7500 s/mm2) per flip angle. B1, T1 and T2 maps were 
also acquired. Data were processed using MATLAB and FSL. All 3D datasets were 
registered to correct for B0 drift and eddy-current distortions prior to processing. All 
diffusion data were processed using a modified version of BEDPOSTX to model the DW-
SSFP signal, which incorporates B1, T1 and T2 maps. Monte Carlo simulations: Spin 
trajectories in cylindrical geometries were generated using Camino [6] (1μm cylinder radii, 
volume fraction 0.7, 20000 spins both inside and outside cylinders, D=2um2/ms). For DW-
SSFP, signal formation is critically dependent on obtaining a steady state across multiple TR 
periods, and as such it is necessary to simulate signal for long periods (here, 80s was 
observed to be sufficient for convergence), although accurate simulations can be obtained 
using only a single mean position for each TR [4]. Bloch simulations considered two types of 
trajectories: coherent cylinders (representing axons in white matter) and randomly-reoriented 
cylinders (representing neurites in gray matter).  

 

RESULTS: Camino simulations demonstrate significant deviation of the simulated DW-
SSFP signal from the standard model (Fig 3a, simulations in red, Kaiser-Buxton model for 
different diffusion coefficients in blue). While simulations were driven by a single diffusion 
coefficient, the signal is not consistent with the Kaiser-Buxton model for any single diffusion coefficient. Given that diffusion along a cylinder 
(free diffusion) does agree with the Kaiser-Buxton model, the most likely source of this discrepancy is hindrance. Fig 3c shows real data from 
the post-mortem scans at two flip angles, with flip angles corrected using the B1 map. As with the simulations, it is clear that none of the ADC 
values fits our data. Also no changes in T1/T2 values or simple scaling of the B1map are able to explain the discrepancy with the data (not 
shown). However, including a Gamma distribution of ADCs (Fig 3b) is sufficient to fit the two flip angle data (black curve).  
 

DISCUSSION: Our data suggest that hindered 
diffusion in DW-SSFP manifests as a departure 
from mono-ADC behaviour as a function of 
flip-angle. Therefore, in order to benefit from 
having a more homogenous SNR/CNR across 
the brain with multiple flip angles, we need to 
adequately model the signal using non mono-
ADC models. 
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Fig 1. B1 inhomogeneity drives 
uncertainty on diffusion estimates. 

Fig 3. Left: Camino simulations of GM (red) compared to Kaiser-Buxton model (blue). 
Middle: fitted distribution of ADCs for post-mortem data. Right: post-mortem data. 

Fig 2. DW-SSFP signal from coherence pathways 
(“echo number”) characterized by different 
diffusion times. Relative contribution of each 
pathway depends on flip angle 
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